


What we think about ...
Because no feature of a room is used more often than 

a door, it should do more than serve a purpose. It is a 

crucial element of interior design, the connecting ele-

ment of the rooms in which we live. Smart Entrance  

– Touch to open offers innovations that change the 

way of entering a room. Visually, haptically, and 

acoustically.

Smart Entrance
B Y  P O L L M E I E R
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Smart Entrance – Touch to open
Smart Entrance – Touch to open combines high qua-

lity mechanics and modern electronics, allowing the 

locking and unlocking of an interior door by touch. 

This technology offers not only more comfort and 

different haptics, but also completely new possibili-

ties of interior design.

Smart Entrance offers its users a special experience 

concerning the contact with doors, eliminating the 

turning motion of the door handle.



Optics 
To open a door by touch sets a new standard. It makes the classic 

turning mechanism of the door handle redundant and allows for 

completely new ideas of interior design. The outstanding high 

quality look harmonises with modern and architecturally ambitious 

concepts for living areas.

Haptics
When a simple touch opens a door, any other movement is super-

fluous. With Smart Entrance technology living areas open up intui-

tively and fluidly.

Acoustics 
A door handle with Smart Entrance technology serves the well-

being of its users, because the door closes effortlessly and quietly.

The manner of entering a room …



The manner of entering a room …
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Stylish, timeless, and advanced
Through our love of detail we developed the new handles for wooden doors in 

familiar forms with precision, which creates a modern and extraordinary look. 

The clear and modest use of forms makes for a perfect combination of look and 

function in a modern living ambience.

Planum Vigo Pallene

for doors without keyhole drilling, similar to stainless steel with matte finish
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Design touches innovation
Today, interior design is a crucial factor of stylish architectural concepts. Coupled 

with the new haptics and the special experience during the contact with the handle, 

your door becomes a valuable and design-oriented must-have.
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Handle design for individual wooden doors
Those who are uncompromising regarding the design and material of doors 

also pay special attention to lock technology. Give your door a personal touch. 

Not until the lock is combined with the perfect handle does it become a stylish 

design object.

Biko

Pan NarviPuck

Mimas

for doors without keyhole drilling, similar to stainless steel with matte finish



 

From an idea to the finished product ...
Ever since its foundation in 2000, the Baugruppentechnik Pollmeier GmbH, based in Hövelhof, 

works passionately on the development of innovative and design-oriented door mounting so-

lutions. The company produces high quality and precise swinging and sliding door fittings for 

glass and wooden doors. With its 65 employees, it represents experience, knowledge, creati-

vity, innovation, and solidity.

With the idea of creating something completely new and revolutionary, and with the successful 

cooperation of creative and dedicated employees, the company became a manufacturer of 

remarkable solutions.

It was thus possible to create something impressive, something that guarantees exceptional 

quality and durability: Smart Entrance.

We help you to be different.



 



Something 
you touch every day 

should feel wonderful.
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